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“

Over last 17 years, you have been part of our transformative journey of our 
young people that is anchored on our theory of change. Our theory of 
change is anchored on the premise that every child is unique and posses’ 
different abilities and talents and therefore should not be condemned and 
or ridiculed as a result of societal assumptions, beliefs, expectations and 
stereotyping. 

TYSA therefore commits to working with and reaching out to children and 
youth who are marginalized and vulnerable, those that slip through already 
weak social safety nets and those most vulnerable to abuse, violence, illit-
eracy, exploitation and disease through value based sports. TYSA believes 
that rapid and enduring change as well as societal transformation is possi-
ble when individual talents and abilities are identified and nurtured; when 
education is made accessible; when children and youth are offered safe 
spaces and when the individual is included and given a voice in deci-
sion-making. To TYSA, the child’s self discovery, realization and advance-
ment is key and value based sports is the unique and dynamic vehicle to 
which its interventions are hinged.

In this 2017 impact report, we share with you how your contribution has im-
pacted on the lives of the young people that we work with. We re humbled 
by your patience and consistency in supporting positive development in 
young people.I invite you to interact with some of our young people as you 
read about Caroline’s oppourtunity to be, Ojilo’s different school of life, 
how Monica feels valued and the star in ‘you’ by Antony.Self-discovery nar-
ratives from Annmarie, Boniface and Sarah should provide you with an 
overview of how TYSA lays foundation for positive young development.

Antony Gitei  
Acting CEO,TYSA
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 “I played football because I loved the joy it brought to everyone. Football made 
the people around me happy and I gained a lot of satisfaction in being part of the 
joy!” quips Caroline. By class 4, Caroline was already part of the team that 
participated in the national school games for western Province where her team 
proceeded to win the tournament. Her road to stardom began soon after as she 
was identified as a talented footballer.

Her academic goal was cut short after her Kenya Certificate of Primary Education 
(K.C.P.E) due to lack of school fees. Nevertheless, because of her love for football, 
she took part in the TYSA Tournament. 

Eventually, in 2002 Caroline got admitted to Wiyeta Secondary school. She horned 
her football skills and backed up her school to win the national secondary schools 
football tournament twice in a row as well as the East and central Africa secondary 
schools tournament.  “I rose to captain position and this was a great achievement 
for me, a former primary school drop out!” she said 

“I saw this talented girl and got interested to know her further. The fact that she had dropped 
out school triggered my imagination to support her advance the same. Being a product of 
well-wishers support, I felt compelled to give back. There after I supported Caroline to join 
secondary” Gichuki Francis. 

Opportunity to be“
“

“I joined TYSA in my teenage after completion of my primary school education 
when TYSA offered me a scholarship for my secondary education. Since then my 
life has never been the same” professed Caroline.Caroline, born of 16 siblings from 
a polygamous family, could not advance her education owing to her large family 
set up borne of peasant farmers. The young lady writhed through her education 
due financial constraints. She would basically go work in people’s farms to get 
money for school fees, which made her lag behind and never caught up with others. 
However, Caroline loved sports. 
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Currently, TYSA has developed a “Give Back” programme where young people who have benefitted come back to offer their experience and expertise to 
the organization. At present, TYSA is tapping into Caroline’s’ experience as a coach, referee and mentor.

Upon completion of her secondary school education, she got her first call to the National team under-20 team. She had been spotted during national school 
games she always participated in. She ably represented the team in this event and would later secure international contracts with professional clubs in Nigeria 
and Congo where she played for the Congolese national Under-20 team. In this engagement, she got to engage with renowned world-beaters like Germany, 
Japan and Canada. “This was an experience to behold!” she adds.

In 2008, she returned to Kenya and later enrolled for a refereeing course which she completed and was registered as a professional referee with Kenya 
Football Federation and is currently refereeing with Kenya’s Division one as well the Kenya women Premier league. The gifted lady has continued to advance 
her career in refereeing by enrolling in the various technical trainings and is currently an accredited international referee who looks forward to refereeing in 
the prestigious Women World Cup Tournament.

“ TYSA offered me the opportunity to be, I can afford a modest lifestyle as I have income from my footballing and currently refereeing career. I have my own 
resources and have supported my siblings to acquire education. I own a home and a car, something that very few people, even those with superior education 
have achieved. I have visited so many countries both within and outside Africa and as such I am very proud to be a TYSA ambassador” Caroline says.



With his vast experience in football for development sector, he got an opportunity 
to be trained as football for social impact coach by Coaches Across Continent 
(CAC) from 2013 to 2014. He also completed a one-year online football for social 
impact course by graduating in 2015.

Ojilo returned back home in 2004, and TYSA took him back to school and paid up 
his school fees enabling him to successfully complete his secondary school education.

In 2006, through TYSA, he got an opportunity to be trained as a football coach 
with Danish Gymnastic and Sports Association. This was a turning point and an 
eye opener for him. He started volunteering in TYSA, running its football programs. 
With his passion, commitment and consistence, he attended a course on event 
planning and management, which was facilitated by Care Kenya. With this 
knowledge and skills, he continued running events in the village where TYSA 
operated.

With his love for the sport and children, Ojilo has been trained by KNVB as a World 
Coach from an introductory, basic level to advanced levels from 2010 to 2014.
Ojilo consequently graduated from a world coach to a co-instructor and finally 
an instructor. In the last 3 years, Ojilo has been building the capacity of teachers 
and community coaches to use football for social transformation. He has trained 
130 teachers and community coaches both locally and regionally.

A di�erent School of Life“
“

Popularly known as Ojilo dropped out of school at a tender age of 15 in 2001 and 
surrendered to the streets of Nairobi a place he would call home for the following 
3 years.  “Coming from a polygamous family of 12 siblings, life in the village proved 
difficult. Regular meals were hard to come by and clothing was a thing of the 
past! My parents had no source of livelihood and this affected me. Nobody paid 
attention to our education. Due to peer pressure, I left for Nairobi where I thought 
I would get some income for my survival. Life in the streets was tough and risky. 
My experience in the streets of Nairobi taught me that all that glitters is not gold!” 
Says Ojilo.
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“I have continued to develop my capacity in leadership, coaching and mentorship over time, which saw me become a head of delegation for young people 
from Kenya to the FIFA football for Hope Festival during the world cup in Brazil in 2014 as well as a young leaders trainer in 2016 facilitating the StreetFootballworld 
(SFW) festival 16 in Lyon France during the EURO championship” Ojilo

“At TYSA Ojilo plays a vital role in co-designing and implementing of sports for development and lifeskills curricula addressing various social issues” 
Antony Gitei (Acting CEO) 

“I owe my current lifestyle to the opportunities that TYSA has provided for my personal development and that of my family” “At least I am able to support my 
Mother, and my family with basic needs” Ojilo States.
 “I discovered the football pitch is a school of life I get lots of inspirations and insights from the pitch, it is where true transformation takes place” Ojilo concludes.  

“
“
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Antony’s strong passion for youth continues to be resourceful, this has seen him 
mobilize the youth from East Africa to forsee their development and also as a 
member of the Streetfootballworld youth council representing Africa in shaping 
the global youth agenda. Antony played an important role in rebranding the 
organisation from Trans-Nzoia Youth Sports Associassion to Transforming Young 
Stars of Africa

His first opportunity for leadership training and international exposure was when 
he represented TYSA in Masindi, Uganda in 2010 at the “Making the Youth Count” 
conference hosted by Recreation for Development and Peace (RDP) Uganda.

“Before I joined TYSA I was a very reserved person, I spent most of my time indoors, 
when I came to TYSA I used to play Basketball and supporting the Football team, 
then I started to support TYSA activities at the pitch;It was a free space for me to 
be creative and take the lead;I always had fear of a crowd and intimidations but 
TYSA assured me that not all groups are harmful” Antony shares

“As a young person in Secondary school I discovered the need for TYSA to work 
with young people in realising the star in them.  Together with other young people 
initiated a small Youth parliament set up  within the organisation that ensured the 
young people got a representation and their voices were heard. This later 
transformed to the Young Leadership Academy which  is  a non-formal leadership 
for transformation 3-year program that trains and equips young people with skills 
to solve community problems. Todate over 30 young people from Secondary schools 
have gone through the program some are in universities and others undertaking 
different roles in the community.” Antony states

The Star in me“
“

The 26 year old is the first-born in a family of three. As the first-born, it is easy to 
think that he was destined to be a leader. But Antony had to battle with shyness, 
limited exposure and his own insecurities. He joined TYSA in 2006 as a Volunteer 
and over time has attained immense growth, which affirms TYSA’s theory of change 
that appreciates individual’s unique abilities and strives to shine the star in the 
individuals. 
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”During the rebranding process I realised that every person has a unique  ability that the organisation needed to nurture.” 
Antony Gitei 

Antony is a final year student of Dedan Kimathi University of Technology, where he was recently recognized as the University student brand Ambassador Kenya 
and internationally, representing more than 7000 students. As the student Ambassador Antony has been able to facilitate visits for International exchange 
learning students visiting Dedan Kimathi University to TYSA and the different local schools where he trains young leaders. In December 2017, he linked TYSA 
with Kenya University Sports Association (KUSA) where they partnered in Integrating Sports and Lifeskills during the national inter-university games held at 
Dedan Kimathi University of Technology (DeKUT). It’s out of this linkage that TYSA is discussing a long-term partnership with Dedan Kimathi University of 
Technology lifeskills programme.

“
“
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Under the TYSA Football for Water program in 2014 that aimed to promote the 
access to clean water and sanitation, she put her art and design skills for social 
good. Monica participated in the Children Voices Festival since the year 2015 to 
2017 and got an education on Child Management. "Taking part in the Children Voice 
Festival made me realize my capability in Music, Dance and Drama" she says. “I am 
a great dancer and do very well in Drama too”

I felt Valued“
“

"Growing up, I would term myself a conservative personality and more an indoor 
person. I did not trust anyone and would even run away whenever someone showed 
interest in me. I distanced myself from people due to low confidence. My art work 
spoke my message though." This is the narrative of Monica 

The 2007/2008 post-election violence witnessed in Kenya resulted to driving many 
children and their families to internally displaced persons camps. TYSA had identified 
Monica's creative art-paintings around the local primary schools in Sinyerere area, 
Kitale and recruited her to volunteer in the project. The aim of the project was to 
administer therapy to the traumatized children through art. This would be her very 
first interaction with the outside world. “It took a lot of effort both from myself and 
TYSA to have me get out of my home for this” quips Monica.

In 2010 Monica enrolled in TYSA’s “Pambazuko Uwezo” Girls project where she 
acquired training in IT and Computer studies. The program enabled her deepen her 
skills in IT, Social Media and internet usage, design and entrepreneurial skills. “This 
training broadened my perspective of Art and communication. I fell in love with art 
and design during this engagement and felt I needed to hone my professional skills 
further. Through this project, I simply discovered my Niche!” Three years later Monica 
would enroll at Kenyatta University to pursue a Bachelor of Art and Design degree 
program where she is now a class representative leading a group of 40 students. 
“Besides Art. My leadership skills were honed at TYSA. It’s unbelievable the 
transformation from a shy conservative girl to a university class representative!” 
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Through traveling platforms for exposure offered by TYSA, Monica has registered an impressive portfolio of her achievements; she is now a Music, 
Dance and Drama instructor and director for schools, an entrepreneur in interior design and co-founder of Design World. Monica is also the Founder 
of Talanta Festival and head of delegation to various TYSA Events.

“I owe all this to TYSA. TYSA valued me and opened the world for me and have walked the journey with me. I remain grateful to TYSA and its supporters 
for making me who I am today”

“
“
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Self-discovery  “
““We are proud to be associated with TYSA because of its pivotal role in shaping our 

future. From building our confidence, to withdrawing the huge loads of other 
insecurities through life skills lessons, discovering and nurturing our talents, giving us 
platforms to interact with our mentors and achieve our dreams, and above all creating 
leaders in us through its new leadership academy. God bless TYSA”.

“Apart from TYSA enabling me to fight my insecurities and nurturing my talent, I can 
humbly refer myself as a young upcoming leader. Through the years 2013 to 2017 
that I have been an active member of TYSA, I have learnt to become a confident 
person and a co-mentor to my peers in music dance and drama. The introvert and 
loner Bonny is long forgotten. I am a typical example of’ ‘from grass to grace’
“I have had a chance to record my first single track at a music recording studio. This 
has enabled me to be a role model to my peers, advisor to them as well as interaction 
with different role models that I look up to. 

All these achievements can be attributed to the golden opportunity TYSA gives us 
through the Children Voices Festival and the Young Leadership Academy”.  This 
program offers a safe space for self-discovery, realization, creativity, innovation 
and personal advancement. 
“I have won various awards through my talent, from upcoming artist of the year 
2014, Gospel artist of the year 2015 and collaboration of the year 2016 all under 
Talanta festival. I look forward to growing my career as a musician, song writer and 
dancer.

The sky being the limit, I currently help young people nurture their talents through 
concerts and shows courtesy of “Chosen Ones Crew”. In the near future I would 
love to use music and dance to address unemployment in the society”

“Finally through the leadership skills acquired in TYSA, I am the leader of the 7 
member modern dance crew, the school Badminton captain of 12 players team and 
the Young Christian Student group leader of 40 members. I am also a member of 
the Journalism club and the Scout commander for a troupe of 30 at my school”
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“
“

At 12 years old,  Annmarie Njuguna had a challenge with expressing herself. She 
had tried doing so on many occasions but fear resulted to unsuccessful trials. 
“Whenever I stood before people even my own peers, I would forget everything 
I wanted to say and would just stand there. Fear was my portion” says Annmarie. 
Annmarie first joined TYSA in 2014 and has never looked back. She participated 
in the Children Voices festivals, where her confidence developed and she played 
the role of Master of Ceremonies (MC) different sessions. During the 2014 festival, 
she questioned why girls were not considered for participation in the East Africa 
Cup in Moshi Tanzania. “I feel that girls should be given equal opportunities as 
boys” Annmarie

She championed the girls’ participation in the Iringa Festival in Tanzania 2015 
where they played mixed gender teams.  While at Iringa, Annmarie was 
instrumental in articulating gender inclusivity in sports. She featured in a Football 
3 film documentary that was later screened in Festival 16 LYON France. “I used 
to have fears but I managed to overcome my first fear when I got the opportunity 
to board a plane to Lyon France”.  “It was a life changing moment for me. At 
Festival 16 Lyon, I had the opportunity to play, interact with and learn from young 
people from across the world”. 

At TYSA Annmarie is a co-mentor in music, dance and drama which is a key 
component of the children voices festival as well as a mediator in the football-3 
tournaments. At her secondary school she is the volleyball team captain, where 
she motivates, inspires and encourages fellow girls. Her mission is to promote 
girls education through sports.

“Self-discovery is a puzzle for young people at times. It is with exposure, 
exploration and participation that they realize their strengths, and that’s what 
TYSA has done to me.” “It has given me Girl power” Annmarie quips

Self-discovery  
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“
““In the next 3-years, I would like to come up with activities for the youth to prevent 

them from indulging in drug abuse with the help of TYSA and the confidence that 
I acquired. I have now been able to actively join other clubs and showcase my 
abilities with confidence. I have participated in football camps in Laikipia, trained 
with St. Johns ambulance on First aid and team building. Currently I am a drama, 
swimming  and French club member at Loreto convent Msongari School”

“
“My name is Sarah Njeri Gichuki from the chilly hills of Cherengani, Trans-Nzoia 
County. Growing up as a little naive girl, I had insecurities that I definitely wanted 
to overcome. Fighting lack of confidence and shyness was a struggle. I wanted 
to develop my dancing talent despite my shyness. As I share on my journey I 
remember my first encounter with TYSA who helped me grow my talent and fight 
my insecurities through their community based program ‘The Children Voices 
Festival’ which enables the children in the community to discover, promote and 
nurture their talents”.

“My beautiful journey began in 2014 when I attended The Children Voices Camp 
organized annually by TYSA.  This camp assisted me comprehend on how to 
become a confident girl. I also acquired tips on how to combat shyness too. The 
highlight of the camp was when I got a chance to develop and promote my talent. 
The camp was very informative and life changing. I learnt a lot on my rights and 
how to advocate for them. Since then I have attended the subsequent editions. 

In 2015 The Children Voices Camp was majorly on creativity and how to make 
your talent unique and that's when I realized I could inspire my peers through my 
artwork”. 

“In 2016, The Children Voices Camp grew into a festival where we were given an 
opportunity to showcase our talents. I was confident enough to try out new activities 
like music and drama, which was gratifying and exciting.  Last year I also attended 
the 6th edition where I was trained on how to coexist with people, build one 
another and live happily”. 

Self-discovery  
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2018 – 2020 Focus 

Within the next 3 years TYSA will strategically focus to cement its work of the past 17 years of its existence. 
Strategic Outcomes
1. Increased stakeholders participation in the students’ learning process
2. Enhanced capacities of Young people to make informed choices
3. Increased number of Young people taking lead and creating solutions to community challenges
4. TYSA becomes a reference organization in youth leadership and Sports for development

Our priority focus areas will be: -
1. Inclusive Education:
2. Life skills Education:
3. Youth Leadership and innovation:
4. Partnership development
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Our Partners
2001-2017

International Sports Alliance(ISA)      Streetfootballworld (SFW)      
Football For Hope (FFH-FIFA)      GIZ      Danish Gymnastic and 

Sports Association (DGI)      Football4Water 
Coaches Across Continents (CAC)      MAMA CASH      Kenya 

Community Development Foundation (KCDF)      Kenya 
Commercial Bank  (KCB)      AKIBA UHAKI      UNICEF

East African Cup MOSHI      KNVB       Orange Link      Wasta 
Kiswahili Centre       Public      Health Department Trans Nzoia 
County      Recreation for Development and Peace Uganda      

Trans Nzoia East Sub County Education office      Global 
Giving     WASH United     CARE Kenya      NIKE      Women Win      

MIVA      Football Kenya Federation (FKF)      Mathare Youth 
Sports Association (MYSA)      Aga Khan Foundation (Yetu 

Initiative)      Moving the Goalpost (MTG Kilifi)      Rotary Club 
of Kitale and Eldoret   Neem Foundation      World Vision      

The British Council Kenya      Handicap International
International Rescue Committee      Safaricom Limited      

Standard Group       Kenya broadcasting Corporation (KBC)      
Nation Media Group      Imani Radio Kitale

Dedan Kimathi University of Technology (DeKUT)      Sports for 
Development Kenya (S4D Kenya)     Tabasamu Afrika Hub      

Alakara Hotel Kitale      Skynest County Hotel Kitale       



Thank you
www.tysafrica.org

info@tysafrica.org

@Tysa Kenya, @Tysa Africa

@Tysa Africa


